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Origins and Destinations

and popularized forms of history, such as Ken Burns' Civil War miniseries, attests to the apparently opposite desire to making the past
come alive-to somehow connect.
While the ideology of European American modernism is used to
counter localism and "old world" habits and superstitions, the
countervailing grassroots search for meaning and steadying values
seems all the stronger. Even if the pie of "progress" continues to
expand, we're no longer so confident about the values it embodies. In
our separate living spaces, we worry about electromagnetic radiation,
cnvironmental collapse, AIDS, homelessness and the "new" poor,
sugar and other addictions, and the vacuousness of a technological

materialism gone berserk.
In his 1924 visit to the United States, the Chinese sociologist Fei
Xiaotong noted that the major problem he saw with the United States
was thal it was "land without ghosts." Although he greatly treasured
the Western education he received, he mused:
Our lives do not just pass through time in such a way that a moment in
time or a station in life once past is lost. Life in its creativity changes
the absolute nature of time: it makes past into present-no, it melds
past, present, and future into one inextinguishable, multi-layered
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eyes can gaze straight ahead. But still I think they lack something and
I do not envy their lives.

$cene, a three-dimensional body. This is what ghosts are...' And,

l)o we want to live with ghosts or not?

Sun Yat-Sen once spoke of overseas Chinese as being the "mothers

of the revolution." He was speaking, of course, of the many tens of
thousands of dollars raised from Chinatown community halls and
larundry back rooms. But he was also speaking of their exposure to
new ideas, especially those of deep structural change in society-and
notions of individuaiism and democracy that they brought back from
bcing overseas. In this era in which the world has profoundly
r:htrnlged once again, the unique Chinese American historical
.,xpc.1"nce challenges us to play a comparable role in United states
alrd Asian events.

ls it possible to become a modern people in non-Eu_rocentric
it possible to live with ghosts and live in America? Can we
rt sist the siren calls of material and individual success and help
rrrrrture the next democracy movement in this country? Will the
history we research and write make us complacent? Or can our
lristorical practice, both in terms of how we conduct our work and
llrr.r'rrrrtcrit of the work we do, challenge us to be smarter,btaver,
It'rms? Is

irrrtl rrrort' t'rrgcr to make a better world?
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Chinese American History:

Achievements, Problems, Prospects
HIM MARK LAI
Chinese Historical Society of America, San Francisco, California

Interest in the study of Chinese American history and society began
when Chinese Americans began establishing roots in this country and
forming a Chinese American community. However, this interest was
limited to a small circle until after World War II, and even then it did
not become widespread until after the '60s. It is the purpose of this
paper to examine developments in the field of Chinese American
historical studies since the end of World War II, to appraise the
achievements, to examine some problem areas, and to assess its future
prospects.

A major political current during the post-World War II era has
been the non-white minorities' demand for their rights as equal
partners in American society. One phenomenon of this development
htrs been the increase in interest in their history and society. In the
t:trse of the Chinese American minority, it had come out of World War
ll free of more oppressive provisions of the Chinese exclusion laws
nnd with its social and economic status somewhat improved. During
llrc ensuing decades, a Chinese American middle class consisting of
professionals, technical personnel, and businessmen rooted in this
t'ountry grew in strength and numbers. When its members played
inrportant capacities in the post-war expansion of the American
(\('()nomy, scholars began to sit up and take notice of their history and
nocicty. Within the Chinese American community itself, as this middle
clitss grew and strived for equal status as partners in American society,
il t.vcllved a strengthened sense of community. Part of this process was
irrt'rcasing interest in the community's own historical experience as a
vrrlicl part of its American heritage. These developments became major
firclors stimulating research and educational activities on Chinese
Atttr,rican history and society.
Itrr a decade after World War II, there was little scholarly activity
rrtr ('lrinese American history and society. But in L957, Stanford
l,ynrln, then a sociology doctoral candidate at the University of
('rrlifornia, Berkeley, initiated a lecture series, "The Oriental in North
Atttcrica," at the University of California Extension in San Francisco.
'l'lrl strbjcct matter in this first semester-length course on Asian
Arrrr.ricurr studies taught at a major university included the society and
lririlory of thc Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos in America. By the '60s
l{nlr, lltrrn l,<'n, S. W. Kung, Ping Chiu, and Gunther Barth had also
l,rrlrlrslrr,tl ir ft'w scholarly works on Chinese American society and
Irt,,1,,r'y.
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In the meantime, there were parallel developments in the Chinese
American community. In 1,963, Thomas Chinn, H. K. Wong, and
others in San Francisco Chinatown founded Chinese Historical Society
of America (CHSA) as the first community-based Chinese American
historical group to be established after World War II. Four years later
came the publication of Betty Lee Sung's Mountain of GoId: The Story
trf the Chinese in America, which introduced the Chinese American
story to many readers all over the nation. During the late '60s, sfudent
pressure led to the founding of Asian American studies at San
Francisco State College in 1,969 and the first course in Chinese
American history was offered as part of the curriculum. An Asian
American Studies Center (AASC) was established at UCLA. By the
carly 1970s, Asian American studies program and courses were
erstablished in many colleges and universities throughout the nation,
although the center of gravity remained on the west coast.
Reflecting the increasing ethnic consciousness among Chinese
Amcricans, a number of community organizations interested in
('lrinese American history were founded; e.g., Hawaii Chinese
llistory Center (HCHC) (Honolulu, founded 1971), Chinese Historical
Socicty of Southern California (CHSSC) (Los Angeles, founded 1975),
Nt'w York Chinatown History Museum (NYCHM; formerly New
York Chinatown History Project, founded 1980), Chinese Historical
Socicty of the Pacific Northwest (CHSPNW) (Seattle, founded 1980),
('hiuese Historical Committee of Stockton (founded 1985), Chinese
llistorical Society of Greater San Diego and Baja California (San
l)icgo, founded 1,986), Chinese American Historical Committee of
Sacramento (founded 1987), and Chinese Historical Society of New
lirrgland (Boston, founded 7992). Their activities were also often
complemented by the activities of Chinese cultural grouPs such as the
('lrirrcse Culture Foundation (CCF) of San Francisco (founded 1965),
llascment Workshop of New York (founded 1.977), and Chinese
(lr"rltural Institute of Boston (founded 1980), as well as organizations of
profcssionals such as The Association of Chinese Teachers (TACT) in
Snrr Francisco (founded 1969).
Iirurm the above we can see that over the past three decades, three
principal groups were involved in activities connected with Chinese
Arnt'ricanhistory and society. These are the traditional social science
rliscilrlirrcs, particularly history and sociology, and Asian American
slrrtl it's ,rn the campus, and the historical societies and associated
lir()ups in thc community. And comparing the situation 30 odd years
irgo wilh thc situation today, there has been substantial achievements
of Chinese American history and society. Some of them
:l],1',,'sttrtly
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1. Compilation of Bibliographies and lncreased Accessibility of Research

Documents. During many previous decades, institutions had not
systematically collected source materials on Chinese Americans.
Often, such documents are widely scattered, and locating them is a
challenging first task for the researcher. Thus, one of the early tasks in
the Chinese American history field of study was the compilation of
bibliographies to help facilitate the researcher and the building of
collections. One of the earliest of these was Gladys C. Hansen and
William F. Heintz, The Chinese in California: A Brief Bibliographic
History (7970), based on the resources in the San Francisco-Public
Library. From Asian American studies programs came bibliographies
of Asian American titles, of which Chinese American titles constitute a
part. One of the earliest of these was Asians in America: A Selected
Annotated Bibliography (Davis, CA: Asian American Studies,
University of California at Davis, 1971, revised 1983). There has also
been other bibliographies such as regional ones for the Pacific
Northwest and for Hawaii, and specialized ones such as those listing
masters theses and doctoral dissertations, Chinese newspapers and
periodicals, and Chinese-language materials.
The demand for research materials led to a building up of Chinese

American library holdings, usually as a part of Asian American
collections. In 1978, Asian American Studies Library at University of
California at Berkeley also established an archival collection on the
Chinese in America, so that the library now has one of the most comprehensive collections of newspapers, documents and manuscripts
relevant to Chinese American research. Other institutions also have
primary documents of more limited scope; e.9., the Sacramento
Chinatown documents in the University of California at Davis Library
Special Collections, the Tom Leung papers in UCLA's East Asian
Llbrary, the Sam Cheung papers in the possession of the Chinese
Historical Society of Southern California, the Ah Quinn diary in the
San Diego Historical Society collection, etc. However, up to the '90s
Iibraries were usually inadequately funded and underdeveloped.
A number of hitherto obscuied and neglected docum^ents were
also rediscovered and made more accessible to researchers. Two
published collections of primary documents are "Chink!": AntiChinese Prejudice in America (ed. Cheng-Tsu Wu 1972) and The
Sandalwood Mountains: Readings and Stories of the Early Chinese in
Hawqii (ed. Tin-Yuke Char 1975).
2. Development of Oral Histories as Source Material. In the absence of
murch detailed documentation on many events in Chinese American
history, oral interviews often became important source materials. A
pionccring application of oral history integrated with documentary
rt'scilrch, as applicd to Chinese American history, was Victor and Brett
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Nee, Longtime Californ': A Documentary Study of an American
Chinqtown (1972), a work that used the words of the interviewees to
narrate the social history of the San Francisco Chinese American
community. The Nee's methodology has been adopted successfully
by several histories such as lsland: Poetry and History of Chinese
Immigrants on Angel Island, L9L0-1940 (H. M. Lai, Genny Lim, and
Judy Yung 1980), A Place CaIIed Chinese America (Diane Mark and
Ginger Chih 1982), and Chinese Women of America: A Pictorial
History (Judy Yung 1986).
Asian American studies and/or the historical societies have also
sponsored several oral history projects to record historical, sociological, and biographical information.
In 1.978, UCLA's Asian American Studies Center collaborated with
CHSSC on another project that resulted in the publication of Linking

Our Liaes: Chinese Women of Los Angeles (1.984). Honolulu's Hawaii
Chinese History Center has conducted field work in oral history
which, integrated with documentary tesearch, has resulted in a series
of publications on Chinese Historic Sites and Pioneer Families for
Kauai (1980), the Big Island of Hawaii (1983), and rural Oahu (1988).
All three works were compiled by Tin Yuke and Wai Jane Char.

3. lncrease in Number of Historical Studies and Books. As Chinese
American history and society attracted researchers as a fruitful field of
inquiry, an increasing number of papers were published in journals of
the social sciences and humanities, as well as in Amerasia (1971),
which became the scholarly journal for Asian American studies. Many
historical societies publish newsletters. Some of the better known and
more widely distributed publications which also included short
historical items are CHSA's monthly Bulletin (initial issue 1966);
CHSSC'S semi-annual Gum Saan lournal (initial issue 7977), and
NYCHM's periodically published Bao Gao Ban (inltial issue 1984), the
publication of the New York Chinatown History Museum.
In 1983, CHSPNW became the first Chinese historical society to
publish a collection of scholarly historical essays with its The Annals
itf the Chinese Historical Society of the Pacific Northwest CHSA also
began publishing an annual collection of historical essays Chinese
America: History and Perspectiaes in 1'987.
In the realm of scholarship,by the'70s and the'80s there were an
irrcreasing number of books on Chinese American history and society
by scholars in the social sciences, such as Alexander Saxton, Stanford
M. Lymat-,, Victor Low, Lucy M. Cohen, L. Eve Armentrout Ma, and
Ilcrrry Shih-shan Tsai. A number of these were originally doctoral
,lisscitations. The increased need for reference works in the field also
It'tl to thc pr-rblication of older dissertations, such as those by Elmer C.
Snrrtl rncycr, Clarence E. Glick, Paul Siu, Stanford M. Lyman, and
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others. But by the 1980s books based on original research by Asian
American studies scholars such as Ronald Takaki, Lucie Cheng, and
Sucheng Chan were also being published.
Similarly, in the category of popular histories, by the '80s there
were more detailed general histories targeted at the general public,
such as works by Jack Chen (Chinese of America, from the Beginnings
to the Present, L980) and Loren W. Fessler (Chinese in Americq:
Stereotyped Past, Changing Present, 1983). In addition to general
histories, there are also an increasing number of historical pictorials,
as well as scholarly and popular histories on regions such as Hawaii,
Massachusetts, Washington, Seattle, New York City, Oakland,
Stockton, San fose, as well as special topics such as the maritime trade,
the Rock Springs massacre, and the like.
Accompanying the increase in historical works was the greater
availability of biographical literature on individual Chinese Americans
as they wrote their life experiences for the edification of posterity.
Many of the earliest came from Hawaii, where a Chinese American
middle class was well established before the same phenomenon
appeared in the continental United States, one of the earliest being
Chung Kun Ai, My Seaenty Nine Yeqrs in Hawaii (1960). A related
field which has a great potential for developing more Chinese
American historical materials is genealogical and family history
research. CHSSC and AASC sponsored the first workshop in 1983. But
it was in Hawaii that Chinese American genealogical research
blossomed and flourished. These efforts have led to the publication of
a number of Hawaiian Chinese family histories and genealogies. The
first family history workshop was not held in San Francisco until 1989
in an one-day symposium sponsored by CHSA, CCF, and Cheng
Society of America. By 199I, however, CCF, in conjunction with
CHSA, has initiated a "Search for Roots" program in which
participants researched their family histories under guidance,
continued by visiting their ancestral villages in China, and then
prcsented their findings in an exhibition.
In another discipline, archaeologists have excavated Chinese
lristoric sites in the West as early as the'70s. The Great Basin
lioundation's excavation at the old Chinatown of Riverside had
rtrsulted in a two-volume historical archaeological study, Wong Ho
lrttn: An American Chinntown (1,987). F{owever, in most cases/
rcsults of archaeological excavations have yet to be integrated with
tl oc-'umentary information and incorporated meaningfully into Chinese
Arncrican history.

4. Convening Conferences for Exchange of ldeas and lnformation.
Arrolhcr achievement in the field is the periodic convening of
r'orrlt.rcrrct's arrd scminars so that the expanding circle of researchers
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and scholars can meet to present the results of their work and

exchange information and ideas. In this resPect, the field is one of the
most active among the Asian American grouPs.

CHSA organized the first seminar on Chinese Americans in 1969
for educators in the San Francisco Bay Area, as a result of which A
Histary of the Chinese in California: A Syllabus was published as a
basic ieference work. Two national conferences had been held in San
Francisco ln 1975 and 1980, with more than 36 and 80 presentations
respectively. This 1992 conference, "Origins and Destinations," was
the thfud, and it was jointly sponsored by CHSSC, UCLA's Center for
Pacific Rim Studies, and California State University at Los Angeles'
Institute for Asian American and Pacific Asian Studies.
There had also been other conferences with more limited scopes.
In 7982, there was an exhibit and seminar in San Francisco to
commemorate the centennial of the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act; in
1986 there was a conference and event to commemorate the centennial
of the expulsion of the Chinese from Seattle, and in 1988, the first
conference on Chinese Hawaiian history was held in Honolulu to
commemorate the bicentennial of the first arrival of the Chinese in the
islands in 1788. The Association of Asian American Studies also holds
annual national conferences which includes papers on Chinese
American history and society. (The first conference was held in 1980.)
Increasingly, Chinese American studies is also recognized in scholarly
conferencli of the traditionally established academic disciplines, such
as American or Asian studies, with presentation of papers and
sometimes separate panels on the subject. Such meetings served to
increase the flow and exchange of ideas and advanced the state of
knowledge in the field.
5. Sponsoring Exhibitions and Commemorations, Preservation of Historic

In !966, CHSA was first to establish a museum with a
permanent exhibit devoted solely to the history of_ the Chinese of
America. CCF also developed major exhibits, notably "Chinese of
America, 1785-1980" (1980) and "Chinese Women of America, 1'8341982" (1982). The former became in 1985 the first exhibit on Chinese
American history and society designed by Chinese Americans to be
shown in China.
In New York, Basement Workshop's Chinatown Historical
Socicty collaborated with the American Museum of Immigration, the
Startue of Liberty National Monument to design the exhibit "Chinese in
Amcrica: Images from a Neglected Past" in the mid-1970s. In 1978,
Asian Americin Resource Center (AARC) revised this for exhibition in
New York City as "Images from a Neglected Past: The Work and
('trltr.rrc of the Chinese in America." When New York Chinatown
llistory l'rojcct succeeded AARC, one of its principal activities was

Sites.
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also to research, design, and present exhibits on Chinese American
history. In 1983, it designed the prize-winning exhibit, "Eight Pound
Livelihood: Chinese Laundry Workers in the U.S."
There has also been other exhibits on Chinese in other regions
such as the Sacramento Delta, Monterey Peninsula, Hawaii, San
Diego, etc. Currently, CHSSC is part of an effort to develop a Museum
of Chinese American History at El Pueblo de Los Angeles Historic
Park.

Many historical societies also sponsored monthly lectures and
field trips to Chinese American historic sites. CHSA and CHSSC are
especially active in this regard. There were also commemorations of
important events connected with Chinese American history. At the
centennial of the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1969,
CHSA erected plaques at Sacramento, California, and at Promontory
Point, Utah, dedicated to the Chinese railroad workers. In 1976,
CHSSC dedicated a plaque to honor Chinese railroad laborers in
Southern California who built the Southern Pacific Railroad and the
San Fernando Tunnel.

Many individuals and historic groups were also active in

organized efforts, with varying degrees of success, to preserve and
restore Chinese American historic sites. Some examples are the Angel
Island Immigration Detention Station, China Camp, the town of
Locke, Chinese herb shop in Fiddletown, Flanford's Chinese temple,
and San Jose's Ng Shing Gung.
These educational activities have substantially raised the
awareness level of many Chinese Americans and the general public
regarding the historic role of the Chinese in American society.

Problem Areas. Although considerable progress has been made in
the study of Chinese American history and society in the past few
decades, there remain a number of problem areas and gaps in the field
of study which should be confronted to facilitate further developments
in the field. I will give only a few examples:
1. Use of Chinese Language Materials. One of the concerns of Chinese
Americans when they began pushing for recognition of the role
Chinese played in America is that the Chinese point of view be
presented. When one considers the fact that English-speaking
American-born Chinese had always been a minority in the Chinese
American community, then the use of Chinese language materials
bccomes that much more important in order to obtain the Chinese
point of view. The use of these material are certainly necessary for
rurrdcrstanding the internal dynamics of the Chinese community.
L.lrrfortr-rrratcly, however, the great difference between Chinese and
linglish larrgr-ragc and Western culture becomes a gulf too wide for
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most researchers in this field to bridge, and Chinese-language sources

remain badly under-utilized-because of this, certain areas bf inquiry
have been sadly neglected.
Here, it is appropriate to say something of Chinese-language
research, which has developed in parallel with research in the nnghih
language.
In a community that long had a preponderance of immigrants, it
was not surprising that histories written in Chinese were published
even before World War II, as part of handbooks on the Chinese in
Hawaii. Ffowever, it was not until World War II ended that similar
handbooks were published in the mainland Chinese community. By
1954, S, Y. Wu published the first Chinese American history in Chinese
with his One Hundred Years of Chinese in the Llnited States and
Canada. But the most comprehensive and most detailed work is Pei
Chi Liu, A History of the Chinese in the Llnited States of America in
two volumes (1.976, 1981). The latest is Him Mark Lai, From Oaerseqs
Chinese to Chinese American: The Deaelopment of the Chinese
American Community in the Tutentieth Century (7992), which was
written from the perspective of the American-born.
Historians writing in Chinese worked as individuals with little
coordination and continuity in their research effort. However, due tcr
their extensive use of community sources, particularly Chinese
sources, their works are far richer in details of Chinatown events and
personalities than any general history thus far published in English.
'fhese sources include newspapers and magazines, associatior-r
publications, biographies and travel diaries, and other publications.
'I'he use of such sources adds a human dimension to Chinestr
American history that would have been difficult to convey by
compiling statistics and quoting official documents, and is essential for
arcas of inquiry connected with the internal dynamics of Chincst'
American community development.
The rise in status of the Chinese minority in America after Worltl
War II has also aroused much interest in the study of the Chinr-st'
American history and society by scholars abroad. In both mainlanrl
China and Taiwan, this research is also tied closely to the respcctivt'
arcat's policy toward overseas Chinese. When mainlancl Chirrir
t'lrirnged to an open policy in the late '70s and welcomed invcsturcrrlr;
florn Chinese abroad, this was reflected in the blossoming of strrtlir.r;
otr the overseas Chinese and by the establishment of overseas Clrirrcsr,
lristorical societies in a number of cities and overseas Chinesc rt'st'irlt lr
l)r()grams in some universities and academies of social scienccs.
During the past decade, there has been much research orr tlrr'
()v('rs(:as Chinese, sometimes collaborating with institutions abloirtl. Irr
I()7(), I'rof. Lucie Cheng of UCLA's AASC pioneered a projcct wrllr
( lrrirrrgzhou's Zhongshan University to conduct field researclr lrrtl or',rl

',,4

lrrlrlvicws in Taishan emigrant villages. Chinese researchers have also
rrrrrrpilcd bibliographies on the overseas Chinese in different
*,rrrrilrics. By the last half of the'BOs a number of overseas Chinese
Irlrrlorics have been published, including one on the history of the
( lrrrrcst' in America (1989). A number of works on the overseas
I lrirrcsc written in the western languages have been translated into
('lrrrrr,sc and been published. Local political consultative conferences
Irevr' ,rlso published historical materials and memoirs, which included
lrrrr,'lr rnnt-erial on overseas Chinese. In the past few years there has
6lsrr lrr.r'rr a major effort to compile local gazetteers. One of the fallouts

ftorrr llris has been the editing of chapters on the overseas Chinese and
lnrpilntions of biographies of leaders and famous p,ersonalities.
i )rr 'l'aiwan, where the Nationalist regime has had strong ties to
lllu uvcrseas-Chinese communities since the republican revolution
orrrly this century, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission (OCAC)
le rllr'1rly interested in developments among the Chinese abroad,
1u1,,..'i,illy those in the United States, which is considered one of the

r

Irril'.'r'l,rnt bases of political support. Howevet, due to OCAC's
l,r,[rlrr',rl objectives, its greatest interest is on current developments in
ilrrllrrrlrorary overseas-Chinese society. There is a limited amount of
n,E+.iu'('[l by those in scholarly institutions such as the Sun Yat-sen
Irrtrltlrrlc ftx Social Sciences and Philosophy of the Academia Sinica.
llorrg Kong does not have any overseas-Chinese historical
rrrr ir,lr(,s or inslitutes but it does have Huaren Magazine, which is
lnirptr. ls the only non-academic Chinese periodical,outside China
rvilli ,rr.tit'lcs dwelling on the historical experiences and contemPolary
r lrrrlrliorr of Chinese abroad in all parts of the world.
lrrorrr thc point of view of researchers in Chinese American
Irlalnry, llrc rcsearch efforts across the Pacific offer opportunities to
ti\'unnr(.in greater depth the many links between the Chinese in
Arrrrrr,',r ,rrr,i- the ancestral land, and thus have a more complete
lt,r,r,rll vit'w of Chinese American history.

J llrrr;n;rrt:h on the Exclusion Era. When Dr. Stanford Lyman spoke at
ilt, .,t.r,r,rrllr itrrniversary dinner of the Chinese Historical Society of
{rrrlrrr',r i 1970, one of the remarks he made was as follows:
llrcrc is;r pcriod in Chinese American history we need to know

,'r,nrr,llrirrl,, itl;ottt. Stran€iely enough, it is the time period that we ought
lr r I r rolv tlrt' rrrost about, and we know least. And that is the time period

Ilrn l(llo to tltt' present. There is a curious tendency in the writing of
( lrirr':'t'lristory in America to concentrate on the period from 1850 to
l'tlll llrt,r'r.'srr.'itsonforthat. Itfitsinwithself-defensearguments.For
il rr,,r,, rrr llrr'1rt'r'iotl 'ltt50 to 1910 that the outrageous and vilifying antit l'tr,.',,. nl()v('ln('nI ttxlk pl:rcc, and was its heyday.
25
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Since these remarks were made some 22 years ago, some progress
have been made, but for the English reader, the bill of fare is still quite

restricted. There are still many themes (e.g., influence of China
politics, development of institutions, changes in the economy, the
influence of American culture, etc.) which await more detailed
research and integration into a general history of the Chinese in

America.
3. Research on Other Communities and Biographies. For many decades,
San Francisco was considered the political, cultural, and political
center for the Chinese in America. Even today it is one of the major
centers for the Chinese in America. Thus, more documentation is
available from this location than any other locality, and many
historians tended to center much of their history describing events in
San Francisco to the neglect of communities in other areas. However,
San Francisco, with its concentration of Chinese, is, in a manner of
speaking, not typical, since the concentration of Chinese has a
conservative effect and tends to help the population preserve its
Chinese language and culture and help slow their adoption of
mainstream culture. Thus, even though the San Francisco community
no doubt plays a leading role among Chinese in America, there is a
definite need to examine the other communities in America to get an
more balanced interpretation of the course of development of the
Chinese in America.
One important area often neglected is the history of the Chinese in
Hawaii. At one point during the exclusion era, the Hawaii Chinese
population was more than a quarter of the Chinese American
population in the U.S. Due to the local environment which is
somewhat different from that on the mainland, Chinese in Hawaii
have a different history of development; they led the way in entering
rnainstream society. A study of this experience would be helpful in
rrnderstanding historical developments among the Chinese on the
rnainland.
Also, researchers have almost exclusively focused on the
C-hinatown and the Cantonese merchant class. This has its historical
r(..lsons, since for many years, the Cantonese Chinatowns represented
thc bulk of the Chinese population in America and the merchant class
provided the leadership. However, with the communities springing
rrp in the suburbs and an increasing number of immigrants from other
rcgiorrs of China and other countries, historical information should be
t'ollt'r:ted on the newer immigrant groups such as the Mandarinspt'akirrg, the Taiwanese, ethnic Chinese from Indo-China, Cuban
('hint'sc, Burmese Chinese etc. in order to have a more complete
pitturt' of Cl-rinese American history. Also, there should be more

research on other social groups such as labor, intellectuals, the
American-born, and women.
A characteristic of many current Chinese American histories in the
English language has been the fact that most Chinese on the stage of
history appeared to be faceless and nameless. There are few
identifiable heroes available as role models for the younger
generation. While this may be somewhat acceptable for sociological
and economic studies, it is grossly inadequate for historians dealing
with people and events. Surely such personalities as Wong Ching Foo,
Ng Poon Chew, Lew Hing, Kathryn Cheung, Walter u. Lum, Lue
Gim Gong, and the like have contributed to the building of America
trnd merit their places in history. One of the reasons for this
lnadequate coverage may be attributed to the lack of materials in the
English language caused largely by the isolation of the Chinese
community from the larger society. In order to remedy this, there
should be a more concerted effort to develop more biographical
rnaterials by using oral histories and researching the Chinese
l'lewspapers.

4. Race Relations. Much of the history of the Chinese in America was
influenced by its relations with white America. Flowever, the Chinese
t'xisted in a multi-ethnic society, but so far there has been little work
rlone on relations of the Chinese with other ethnic groups. It would
lrc illuminating to probe such questions as cultural interchanges,
irrtermarriages/ social and economic relations. I suspect that research
irtto these areas will bring forth some surprising findings.

Prospects. Today there is a greater acceptance of the fact that
Arnerica is an multi-ethnic society. Many universities are requiring
ri()nle understanding of other cultures other than western culture.
Morc and more American studies are including histories of the

rrrirrorities, and Asian studies have reached out to embrace study of
llrt' overseas Chinese. We can expect more scholars with Chinesel,rrrgr-rage skills to enter the field. In the Chinese American community

,rlso, there is increasing awareness of the importance of its own
lrislorical heritage and the need to preserve it and to educate the
I r rblic.
'l'hus, the circumstances are favorable for more historical research.
\{illr thc historical societies, Asian American studies, the traditional
:,ot iirl scicnces in this country and abroad each working in its field of
:,lrlt iirlizatic'ln and sharing the fruits of their research, we may expect
tir,rl irn increasingly complete picture of the Chinese in America will
r,nl('rl'l(' irt thtl .rtr-ing years, both as a history of the community by
rlr,r'll .rrrtl rrs a irrtcgratccl part of the history of the American people.
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